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1. Describe briefly the ecological factors
inlluence upon tJre plants and animals.

5+5= 1O

Discuss with suitable examples, the positive
and negative interactions between two
difrerent populitions. 5+5= 10
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2. Write short notes on the following : 5+5=10

(a/ Community stratifLcation

(b/ Methods of study of community

Or

Describe the characteristics of communilr
and communitJr structure. 10

3. Write short notes on the following : 5+5=10

[b/ Biotic potential of population

,Or
What do you mean by population? Describe
different characteristics of population vrith
suitable examples. 2+8= 1O

4. Give detailed accounts on the following :

5+5=10

fol Restoi'ation of wetlands

/bJ Reclamation of wastela.nd

Or

't.' D"f-" restoration. Give a detailed account of
: different stratagies for ecological restoration.' 2+8=10
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5. Write short notes on the following : 5+5=lO

(a) BiofertiJizers '

@J Biopesticides

Or

Give a detailed account on the
biotechnoiogical approach of environmental

., pollution abatement. 10
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I. Put a Tick (/) mark against the correct answer in the
brackets provided : lx 10= 10

1. Rapid growth cycles of plants in areas with short
growing seasons is an example of

/a/ structural adaptation ( )

fbi functional adaptation ( )

, (c) mimicry ( )

(d/ competition ( )
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2. Evolution theory was grven by

(a) Charles Darwin ( )

/b/ E. P. odum ( )

(c) Ernst Haeckel ( )

(d) .A. c. Tansley ( ) ,' . -.

.",i

3. A relationship between two organisms in the
ecosystem where one species benefits while the other
remains unaffected is called

(a/ commensalism ( )

(b/ predation ( )

(c) symbiosis ( )

(d/ mutualism ( )
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5. Bioremediation using fungi as microorganism tool is
called

(a/ phytoremediation ( )

(b) mycoremediation ( )

(c) microremediation ( )

(dj saproremediation ( )

6. Inoculation with strain of microorganism known to
be capable of degrading the contaminants of a site is
called

(a/ biomonitoring ( )

(b/ bioventinC ( )

(c) bioaugmentation ( )

/d/ biosparging ( )

7. In a rapidly growing population, the graphical
structure of the population will be

laj pyramid-shaped ( )

/b/ bell-shaped ( )

(c) urn-shaped ( )

/d/ round-shaped ( )
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8. Among the following life forms of Raunkier, the group ,

with the tallest member would be

(a/ cryptophytes ( )

(b/ phanerophytes ( )

(c) chamaephytes ( )

ldJ hemicryptophytes ( )

9. The process by which the component species of a
communit5r changes over time is called

(a/ extinction ( )

1b,/ succession ( )

(c) competition ( )

(dl disturbance ( )

1O. Biomining is an approach to the extraction of desired

(a/ chemicals ( )

1bl minerals ( )

(c) nutrients ( )

(d) microorganisms ( )
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II. Answer the following in brief : 3xS=15

1. Differentiate intra- and interspecific competition with
example.
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2. Explain any one i-of , '.tJ:e technologies of
bioremediation.
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3. Write a brief noti on' the negative elfect of shifting
cultivation.
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4.. .&Iwcara, bioteohnol,ogr ibe utij,triaed,for corservation of '
species?
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5. Differentiate between predation and parasitism vrith
example.
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